Sex matters: repetitive mild traumatic brain injury in adolescent rats
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Abstract

Objective: Whether sex differences contribute to the heterogeneity of mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) and repeated mTBI (RmTBI) outcomes in adolescents is unknown. Therefore, this study examined changes in, and differences between, male and female rats following single mTBI and RmTBI. Methods: Rats were given a single mTBI, RmTBI (i.e., 3x), or sham injuries. Injuries were administered using a lateral impact model that mimics forces common in human mTBI. After the final injury, rats underwent extensive behavioral testing to examine cognition, motor function, and anxiety- and depressive-like behavior. Postmortem analyses investigated gene expression and structural changes in the brain. Results: Many of the outcomes exhibited a sex-dependent response to RmTBI. While all rats given RmTBI had deficits in balance, motor coordination, locomotion, and anxiety-like behavior, only male rats given RmTBI had short-term working memory deficits, whereas only females given RmTBI had increased depressive-like behavior. Volumetric and diffusion weighted MRI analyses found that while RmTBI-induced atrophy of the prefrontal cortex was greater in female rats, only the male rats exhibited worse white matter integrity in the corpus callosum following RmTBI. Sex-dependent changes in brain expression of mRNA for glial fibrillary acidic protein, myelin basic protein, and tau protein were also observed following injury. Interpretation: These findings suggest that in adolescent mTBI, sex matters; and future studies incorporating both male and females are warranted to provide a greater understanding of injury prognosis and better inform clinical practice.

Introduction

Traumatic brain injury is one of the leading causes of death and disability with mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) comprising the greatest proportion of this endemic.1 For children and adolescents, mTBI resulting from sports-related events and accidental falls, are the most common form of neurological insult, accounting for approximately 80–90% of all brain injuries.2 Although many of these children recover without incident, a significant portion, especially those exposed to repeated mTBIs (RmTBI), go on to suffer from lingering symptoms (i.e., postconcussion syndrome; PCS).3 Despite extensive and ongoing research, clinicians still struggle with PCS prognosis, with no reliable process for distinguishing between those that will develop PCS and those that will not. Maturational brain changes that typify childhood and adolescent development,4–6 along with significant sex differences in neurological organization and function,7–9 likely contribute to the heterogeneity in injury outcomes and some of the difficulty associated with determining prognosis. To date, a majority of the animal and human studies that examine mTBI and RmTBI have focused on adult males,10 creating a void in the literature with respect to the female brain and the role of maturation. As males and females often report different PCS symptoms,11,12 understanding whether or not underlying
structural or epigenetic changes following mTBI and RmTBI contribute to these heterogeneous outcomes is an important undertaking. Owing to sex differences in brain maturation, an injury at a given age has the potential to affect the developmental trajectory of males and females in distinct ways. Further complicating this picture, the impact of repeated injuries would in theory, also be affected by sex-dependent variations in brain maturation and the structural organization that existed prior to the initial injury. Given the inherent difficulty that studying these phenomena in a medical setting presents, animal models provide a practical platform for initial assessments and investigations that may inform clinical practice and provide a greater understanding of outcome heterogeneity and injury prognosis.

Utilizing an innovative modeling platform to induce mTBIs that mimicked the acceleration/deceleration and rotational forces often observed in sports-related concussion, this study aimed to examine the behavioral, gene expression, and structural changes associated with mTBI and RmTBI in adolescent rats of both sexes. Behavioral changes were assessed with a battery of tests previously demonstrated to evaluate symptomology consistent with PCS, including acute loss of consciousness (LOC), deficits in balance and motor coordination, anxiety, short-term working memory, and depressive-like behaviors. Changes in corpus callosum (CC) and prefrontal cortex (PFC) expression of glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), myelin basic protein (MBP), neurofilament light (NFL), and tau protein (Tau) were examined. Structural changes in the CC and PFC were assessed using volumetric and diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Materials and Methods

Animals and mTBI Induction

Each of the experiments was carried out in accordance with the Canadian Council of Animal Care and approved by the University of Calgary Conjoint Facilities Research Ethics board. All 85 (44 Male, 41 Female) animals were in-house bred and maintained on a 12 h:12 h light/dark cycle, with ad libitum access to food and water. Animals were weaned at postnatal day 21 (P21) and housed in same-sex groups of four. Animals were randomly assigned to either: single mTBI; RmTBI, consisting of three mTBIs; and sham controls. Sample size calculations were based on our previous behavioral and MRI studies (z = 0.05, power = 80%, effect size ≥ 20%). The mTBI(s) were induced with the lateral impact device as described elsewhere. Briefly, animals were lightly anesthetized (~30 sec, until nonresponsive to a toe pinch) and placed chest down with the left side of their head facing the impactor. Using a pneumatic barrel, a 100 g weight was accelerated at 5.48 m/sec (±0.14) toward a small ‘helmet’ on the rat’s head, producing an impact at 20.29 G, which propelled the rat into a 180° rotation. Following the mTBI or sham injury, the rat received a topical administration of lidocaine to the head. The lateral impact device induces lateral acceleration/deceleration and rotational forces that produce an injury that mimics mTBI. Animals in the single mTBI group (15 Male, 14 Female) received an mTBI at P30 and were briefly anesthetized on P34 and P38, animals in the RmTBI group received three mTBIs at P30, P34, and P38 (15 Male, 14 Female), while animals in the sham injury group were briefly anesthetized at P30, P34 and P38, but did not experience the mTBI (14 Male, 13 Female). There were no cases of mortality resulting from the mTBI, and no rats were excluded from the study. Following each sham injury or mTBI(s), the time each rat took to right itself in the recovery cage was recorded as the time-to-right. The age range selected for the RmTBIs in rodents represents late-childhood/early adolescence, while the behavioral outcomes span the adolescent period. This time period is particularly important for investigation given the large degree of brain maturation occurring in this time period, specifically in white matter development and functional connectivity, of brain regions like the CC and PFC.

Behavioral testing

Researchers blinded to the experimental conditions performed all behavioral testing.

Beam walking

Animals were tested in the beam-walking paradigm on P31 and P39 (i.e., 24 h after the first injury and 24 h after the third injury). The rats were required to traverse a tapered beam (165 cm long), moving from wide to narrow, ending at the rat’s home-cage. The tapered beam was suspended 1 m in the air, but was equipped with ‘safety ledges’ (2 cm wide) that caught the rat’s foot if it slipped while walking. Rats were given a single trial to learn the task, and four additional videotaped trials that were scored for the number of hind-leg foot slips.

Open field

Forty-eight hours following the third injury (i.e., postinjury day 2; PID2), animals were tested in the open field arena as a measure of overt locomotor activity and exploratory behavior. Rats were placed in the center of the open field (diameter 135 cm) and were permitted to
explore the environment for 10 min. An overhead camera was used to track the rat’s movement (distance travelled and speed of travel).

**Elevated plus maze**

Rats were tested in the EPM 72 h following the third injury (i.e., postinjury day 3; PID3). The EPM is a well-established behavioral test for anxiety in rodents. The EPM was elevated 55 cm above ground and contained two open arms and two closed arms. Rats were tested for five-minute sessions in a brightly lit room, and the amount of time spent in the center of the platform and the amount of time in the open arms was recorded.

**Novel context mismatch**

Rats were tested in the NCM paradigm from postinjury days 6–9 (PID6-9). The NCM task is a measure of short-term working memory that is dependent upon PFC function. In the learning phase of the test (PID6-8) the rat learns two distinct contexts: A and B. They are placed in context A for 5 min and then moved to context B for 5 min before being place back into their home cage. Context A is comprised of an opaque circular enclosure with two identical objects inside, while context B is a clear rectangular box with a different pair of identical objects inside. The fourth day is used as the probe day. In the learning phase of the test (PID6-8) the rat learns two distinct contexts: A and B. They are placed in context A for 5 min and then moved to context B for 5 min, followed by their home cage for 5 min. Lastly, they are placed in the probe context C for 5 min, which is comprised of either box A or B, as well as one object from each box. This context C is videotaped and time spent with the novel and familiar objects is measured.

**Forced swim paradigm**

On postinjury day 12 (PID12), rats were tested in a FS task to measure depressive-like behavior. A cylindrical tank (diameter: 30 cm; height: 60 cm) was filled with water (~25°C) to a level that did not allow the rat’s tail to touch the bottom of the tank. Each testing session lasted seven minutes and the amount of time each rat spent immobile was recorded.

**RT-qPCR analysis**

Once behavioral testing was complete (i.e., P52), all of the rats were euthanized. Half of the animals were used for gene expression analysis; rats (n = 6/group) were anesthetized, weighed, and rapidly decapitated. Brain tissue from the CC and PFC using the RNA/DNA Mini kit according to the manufacturer’s protocols (Qiagen, Germany). Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed on cDNA synthesized from the CC and PFC RNA. The expression of four genes were investigated: GFAP, which has been used as an estimate of astrocyte activation and is considered a characteristic marker of brain injury; MBP, a myelin protein essential for normal myelination and axonal signal conduction which may be vulnerable to proteolysis following TBI; NFL, exclusive to neurons and involved in maintaining neuronal shape and function; and Tau, a highly soluble microtubule-associated protein that is an established biomarker of axonal injury after mTBI. Primer sequences and cycling parameters for GFAP, MBP, NFL, and Tau can be found in detail in prior studies carried out in this laboratory. Ten nanograms of cDNA with 0.5 μM of each of the forward and reverse primers and 1x SYBR Green FastMix with Rox was used for qRT-PCR analysis on the CFX Connect-Real-Time PCR Detection system (BioRad, Hercules, CA). Each sample was tested in duplicate and PCR efficiency was between 91.5 and 105.8%.

**MRI**

The other half of the animals (n = 5–7/group), were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital and transcardially perfused with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS. Whole brains were embedded in 2–3% agar for scanning with a 4.7 T Bruker scanner (Bruker™, Ettlingen, Germany Biospin®, USA). T2*-weighted images were acquired with a multiple gradient echo sequence with the following imaging parameters: repetition time (TR) = 8 sec; number of echoes = 12; echo time (TE) = 15, 22.5...97.5 msec; matrix size = 144 × 128; number of slices = 74; resolution = 160 × 160 μm^2; and number of excitations (NEX) = 2. Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) was performed using a 2D echo planar imaging sequence with eight segments and the following imaging parameters: TR = 10 sec; TE = 35 msec; matrix size = 96 × 96; number of slices = 38; and resolution = 300 × 300 × 300 μm^3. Diffusion weighting was performed in 81 directions with duration (δ) = 6 msec. gradient separation (Δ) = 17 msec and b-value = 5000 s/mm^2. Two volumes without diffusion-weighting (b0) were also acquired. T2*-weighted image analysis was performed as described previously. Individual echoes were averaged and template images were generated for each cohort using Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTs, github.io/ANTs/). The resulting templates were then
combined to create a study-specific template. The ipsilateral and contralateral CC and PFC were delineated on the study-specific template, transformed into subject space, and the total volumes calculated for each.

DWI preprocessing was performed using the MRtrix software package (www.mrtrix.org) as described previously. Images were corrected for spatial intensity in homogeneity, normalized, upsampled by a factor of two and the fiber orientation distribution (FOD) estimated for each voxel. As in the $T_2^*$-weighted image analysis described above, a study-specific FOD template was constructed from FOD template images generated for each cohort.

Tractograms were generated for each rat, registered to the study-specific FOD template, and three track-weighted images were then generated using properties of the tractogram streamlines: track density imaging (TDI), which maps the total number of streamlines passing through each voxel; average pathlength mapping (APM), which maps the mean length of each streamline traversing the voxel; and mean curvature, which maps the mean curvature of each streamline traversing the voxel. Diffusion tensor metrics including fractional anisotropy (FA), apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), radial diffusivity (RD) and axial diffusivity (AD) were also generated for each subject and transformed into the study-specific template space using MRtrix. The mean FA image was calculated and the same four regions of interest (ROIs) including the ipsilateral and contralateral CC and PFC were outlined for analysis of each of the diffusion metrics.

Statistical analyses

All outcomes were analyzed with SPSS 24.0 software (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY). Time-to-right and beam walking data was analyzed by mixed design analysis of variance (ANOVA) with injury and sex as between subject factors and time as a within subject factor. All other data was analyzed by two-way ANOVA, with injury and sex as the between-subjects factors. Bonferroni post hoc comparisons were carried out when appropriate. Statistical significance was set as $P \leq 0.05$.

Results

mTBI validation and behavioral outcomes

At the time of injury induction, there were no significant differences in body weight between males and females (Males; 136.44 ± 11.13 g, Females; 117.00 ± 9.23 g). The induction of the mTBIs was confirmed with the time-to-right and acute measure of balance and motor coordination in the beam walking task. Sex differences in behavioral performance were identified in the beam-walking task, NCM, and FS paradigm following RmTBI.

Time-to-right

A mixed design ANOVA demonstrated a significant effect of time ($F_{1,80} = 9.50$, $P < 0.01$), and a significant time by injury effect ($F_{2,30} = 5.24$, $P < 0.01$). Post hoc analyses indicated that following the induction of the first injury at P30, animals in both the single mTBI and RmTBI group exhibited significant increases in the time-to-right when compared to sham animals (Fig. 1A). Following induction of the third injury for the RmTBI group at P38 (both the sham and single mTBI animals were anesthetized but did not experience an injury), animals in the RmTBI group exhibited a significant increase in time-to-right that was not present in the single mTBI or sham group. The mTBI group also had a longer righting reflex on P30 (i.e., after an mTBI) compared to P38 (i.e., after a sham injury; $P < 0.05$). There was no difference within the RmTBI group on P30 (i.e., after the first mTBI) compared to P38 (i.e., after the third mTBI).

Beam walking

Hind-leg foot slips on the beam walking task was measured on P31 and P39 (i.e., 24 h following the first and third injuries). The mixed design ANOVA demonstrated a significant time by sex effect ($F_{2,30} = 22.18$, $P = 0.05$), and a significant time by injury effect ($F_{2,30} = 21.54$, $P < 0.05$). Post hoc analyses indicated that animals in the mTBI and RmTBI groups exhibited significantly more hind-leg foot slips than the sham animals at P31 ($P < 0.05$), with females also exhibiting significantly more impairment than males ($P < 0.01$; Fig. 1B). On P39, the RmTBI group exhibited significantly more hind-leg foot slips than the sham and mTBI animals ($P < 0.05$). There were also nonsignificant trends suggesting that the RmTBI group had more slips on P39 (i.e., after the third mTBI) compared to P31 (i.e., after the first mTBI; $P = 0.078$), and that the mTBI group had more slips on P31 (i.e., after an mTBI) compared to P39 (i.e., after a sham injury; $P = 0.061$).

Open field

The average distance travelled for animals in the open field was measured on PID2 (i.e., P40). The two-way ANOVA showed a main effect of injury ($F_{2,80} = 3.14$, $P < 0.05$), with post hoc analyses identifying significant differences between the sham and RmTBI group, and sham and mTBI for males, but only between sham and RmTBI for the females (Fig. 1C).
Figure 1. Behavioral performance following the mTBI(s). (A) At P30 animals in the single mTBI group and the repetitive mTBI (RmTBI) group were administered injuries, with both groups taking significantly longer to wake from anesthetic than the sham control group (*P < 0.01). At P38, the RmTBI group experienced their third injury while the sham and mTBI group were only anesthetized. At P38, sham and mTBI animals were indistinguishable, but RmTBI took significantly longer to wake (*P < 0.01). The mTBI group also had a longer righting reflex on P30 (i.e., after an mTBI) compared to P38 (i.e., after a sham injury; #P < 0.05). (B) At P31, animals in the mTBI and RmTBI group were significantly impaired (*P < 0.05), with females also displaying more slips than males on the beam task (#P < 0.01) while at P39, only animals in the RmTBI group displayed performance impairment on the beam task (*P < 0.05). (C) Males exhibited a linear reduction in locomotor behavior in the open field following mTBI and RmTBI whereas females only displayed locomotor reductions following RmTBI (*P < 0.01). (D) Injured animals spent longer in the closed arm of the EPM irrespective of sex or injury paradigm (*P < 0.01). (E) In the NCM, performance was impaired following both mTBI and RmTBI (*P < 0.01), but males exhibited a significantly greater reduction in performance than their female counterparts (#P < 0.01). (F) Time immobile in the FS was altered in females only, whereby mTBI increased immobility time, but RmTBI significantly decreased it (*P < 0.05). Bar graphs show mean ± SEM.
Elevated plus maze

On PID3 (i.e., P41) animals were tested for anxiety like behaviors in the EPM (Fig. 1D). The two-way ANOVA demonstrated a main effect of injury ($F_{2,80} = 5.21, P < 0.01$), with post-hoc analyses indicating that mTBI and RmTBI groups exhibited increased anxiety, spending significantly longer in the closed arms of the EPM than the sham groups. This finding was further validated by time spent in the open arms; the two-way ANOVA demonstrated a main effect of injury ($F_{2,80} = 3.97, P = 0.03$; data not shown). There were no effects of injury for males or females with respect to time spent in the center of the EPM ($P's > 0.05$; data not shown).

Novel context mismatch

When tested in the NCM on PID9 (i.e., P47) both males and females demonstrated impairment in working memory following the mTBI and RmTBI, however post hoc analyses revealed that the impairment was significantly more severe for males (Fig. 1E). The two-way ANOVA demonstrated a main effect of injury ($F_{2,80} = 11.29, P < 0.01$) and of sex ($F_{1,84} = 7.25, P < 0.01$).

Force swim paradigm

All animals were tested in the FS paradigm on PID12 (i.e., P50) and it was found that only females were significantly affected by the mTBI and RmTBI, with a single injury increasing the percentage of time spent immobile but the RmTBI associated with a decrease in the time spent immobile (Fig. 1F). The two-way ANOVA demonstrated a significant sex by injury interaction ($F_{2,80} = 3.82, P < 0.05$).

Epigenetic changes in gene expression

Examination of the qRT-PCR results demonstrated that changes in expression of GFAP, NFL, and Tau were more pronounced in RmTBI animals as compared to the sham and mTBI groups. Sex-differences in GFAP and Tau expression were identified in the CC for each TBI group, but just for GFAP in the PFC.

GFAP

Two-way ANOVA revealed a main effect of injury ($F_{2,18} = 11.75, P < 0.01$), and sex ($F_{1,23} = 28.58, P < 0.01$), on CC GFAP expression with post hoc analyses identifying significantly increased expression in male mTBI and female RmTBI groups when compared to their sham-injured counterparts (Fig. 2A). The sex by injury interaction did not reach significance ($F_{2,18} = 2.82, P = 0.08$). GFAP expression in the PFC was significantly elevated in both sexes following RmTBI (Fig. 2B). The two-way ANOVA demonstrated a main effect of injury ($F_{2,18} = 20.03, P < 0.01$), sex ($F_{1,23} = 15.71, P < 0.01$), and a significant interaction ($F_{2,18} = 9.85, P < 0.01$). Post hoc analyses revealed significantly elevated GFAP expression in both males and females following RmTBI, and while mTBI also increased GFAP expression in female rats, it was significantly decreased following mTBI in males.

MBP

The two-way ANOVA of MBP expression in the CC failed to identify significant main effects, or sex by injury interaction (Fig. 2C). MBP expression was reduced in the PFC of males following mTBI and RmTBI, and in females following RmTBI (Fig. 2D). The two-way ANOVA demonstrated a main effect of injury ($F_{2,18} = 3.34, P < 0.05$).

NFL

The two-way ANOVA demonstrated a main effect of injury ($F_{2,18} = 4.71, P < 0.05$) on NFL expression in the CC (Fig. 2E). Post hoc analyses revealed significantly elevated NFL expression in both sexes following RmTBI. There were no main effects, nor significant interaction, of NFL in the PFC (Fig. 2F).

Tau

The two-way ANOVA demonstrated a main effect of injury ($F_{2,18} = 8.31, P < 0.01$), and sex ($F_{1,23} = 26.93, P < 0.01$), and post hoc analyses revealed significantly elevated Tau expression in the female RmTBI group (Fig. 2G). In the PFC, two-way ANOVA demonstrated a main effect of injury ($F_{2,18} = 13.19, P < 0.01$) and post hoc analyses revealed significantly elevated Tau expression in the PFC of both sexes following RmTBI (Fig. 2H).

MRI

Volumetrics

As shown in Figure 3, an ROI analysis that included the ipsilateral and contralateral PFC and CC was completed to examine for evidence of brain atrophy. Two-way ANOVA identified a significant interaction between injury and sex in the ipsilateral PFC ($F_{2,30} = 4.511, P < 0.05$; Fig. 3B). Post hoc analyses indicated that the female RmTBI group had significantly reduced volume compared to the female sham group, the female mTBI group, and
Figure 2. Changes in gene expression in the corpus callosum (CC) and prefrontal cortex (PFC) for GFAP, MBP, NFL, and Tau. (A) Significant sex differences were identified in GFAP expression in the CC ($P < 0.01$) with male mTBI and female repetitive mTBI (RmTBI) groups having significantly elevated GFAP expression compared to their sham counterparts ($* P < 0.05$). (B) There were also sex differences in GFAP expression in the PFC ($P < 0.01$). Both males and females exhibited significantly elevated GFAP expression following RmTBI, but while mTBI also increased GFAP expression in female rats, it was significantly decreased following mTBI in males ($* P < 0.05$). (C) MBP was unaltered in the CC of males and females. (D) In the PFC, MBP expression was reduced in males following mTBI and RmTBI, and in females following RmTBI ($* P < 0.05$). (E) NFL was elevated in the CC of both sexes following RmTBI ($* P < 0.05$), but was not altered in the PFC. (F) Finally, in addition to elevated Tau expression in the CC of females following RmTBI ($* P < 0.05$), sex differences were identified across all injury groups for this brain region ($P < 0.05$). (H) Tau expression was also significantly elevated in the PFC of both males and females following RmTBI ($* P < 0.05$) but not in response to mTBI. Bar graphs show mean + SEM.
the male RmTBI group, whereas the male mTBI group did not significantly differ from either of the other male groups. Two-way ANOVA also identified a significant effect of sex in the contralateral CC ($F_{1,30} = 5.986, P < 0.05$), with males having larger volumes (Fig. 3F).

**Diffusion MRI**

An ROI analysis that included the ipsilateral and contralateral CC and PFC was also completed using TWI (i.e., curvature, APM, and TDI) and DTI (i.e., FA, ADC, AD, and RD) measures. Two-way ANOVA identified a significant interaction between injury and sex in the contralateral CC ($F_{2,30} = 3.805, P < 0.05$) on the measure of curvature (Fig. 4B). Post-hoc analyses found that the male RmTBI group had significantly reduced curvature compared to the male sham-injured, male mTBI, and female RmTBI groups, whereas there were no significant differences among the female groups. Two-way ANOVA also found a significant effect of injury in the ipsilateral CC on the measures of curvature ($F_{2,30} = 5.655, P < 0.05$; Fig 4C) and APM ($F_{2,30} = 5.598, P < 0.05$), with males having significantly lower curvature and APM values than females. There was also a significant effect of injury in the contralateral CC on the measures of AD ($F_{2,30} = 3.758, P < 0.05$; Fig. 4D) and ADC ($F_{2,30} = 3.510, P < 0.05$; Fig. 4E), with the RmTBI group having significantly lower AD and ADC values than the sham-injured group. With regards to the ipsilateral PFC, two-way ANOVA found a significant effect of injury on the measure of FA ($F_{2,30} = 6.517, P < 0.005$) with the RmTBI rats having significantly reduced FA values compared to both the sham and mTBI rats.

**Discussion**

Adolescence is characterized by significant brain matura-
tion and pubertal differentiation, suggesting that the pathophysiological response to mTBI and RmTBI might differ from adults, the most commonly studied population. There is also a gap in the literature with respect to how the female brain responds to mTBI. Given that it is often difficult to study these cohorts in clinical settings, animal models offer a significant advantage. This study provided a comprehensive examination of the outcomes associated with exposure to mild brain injuries during adolescence, for both male and female rodents. We demonstrate that RmTBI during adolescence induced pronounced changes in behavioral, gene expression, and MRI outcomes. Of particular interest, many of the behavioral, gene expression and MRI findings exhibited a sex-dependent response to the injuries.

**The effects of mTBIs in adolescents**

There is mounting evidence that RmTBIs can result in cumulative and lasting effects in the adult brain. However, few studies have investigated the effects of repetitive mild brain injury in adolescents. Here we found that repeated mTBIs in adolescent rats induced a range of behavioral abnormalities that included cognitive deficits, motor deficits, anxiety-like behavior, and depression when compared to sham controls. Furthermore, although the design of this study limits the interpretation of the differences between the single and RmTBI groups (i.e., different recovery times before the onset of behavioral testing – discussed further below), there was a trend in the beam testing data indicating that the RmTBI rats had more slips and falls 24 h after the third mTBI compared to 24 h after the first mTBI, suggesting a cumulative effect with the repeated injuries. Although there is some preliminary human evidence that adolescents may experience worse mTBI outcomes than young adults (see Semple et al., 2015),44 many of the changes in the current study are similar to those observed in adult rats given repeated mTBI. For example, adult male rats administered repeated mild fluid percussion injuries had cumulative and persisting cognitive deficits, motor abnormalities, anxiety-like behavior, and depression.45,46 Although we are unaware of any studies that have directly compared the effects of repeated mTBIs at different ages in rats, it should be noted that age-specific changes do occur after more severe TBI. Specifically, a recent study that administered a diffuse TBI (i.e., moderate midline fluid percussion) to both adolescent and adult rats, found that rats given a TBI during adolescence had motor and cognitive deficits, whereas TBI in adulthood resulted in increased anxiety-like behavior.47 Future studies might use a similar study design to comprehensively examine how age affects behavioral outcomes after repeated mTBI.

MRI analyses also indicated that repeated mTBIs negatively affect adolescent rats. While many of these findings were sex-dependent and are discussed further in the next section, DTI metrics revealed a significant effect of injury in the contralateral CC with RmTBI rats having significantly lower AD and ADC than shams regardless of sex. Reduced ADC has been observed in the CC of adolescents with mTBI, and in university students including concussed male49 and female50 athletes. In the latter study, and consistent with our results here, concussed athletes also had reduced AD in the CC. There was also a significant effect of injury in the PFC with RmTBI rats having significantly reduced FA compared to sham and mTBI rats. This is consistent with results in clinical51 and preclinical52 studies of mTBI.
Figure 3. Volumetric MRI analyses of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and corpus callosum (CC). Template $T_2^*$-weighted structural images showing the (A) PFC and (D) CC in male and female rats given sham, single, or repetitive mTBIs (RmTBI). (B) Female RmTBI rats had reduced ipsilateral PFC volume compared to the female sham and single mTBI groups, as well as the male RmTBI group (*$P < 0.05$), whereas the male RmTBI group did not significantly differ from either of the other male groups. There were no statistically significant findings in the contralateral (C) PFC or (E) ipsilateral CC. (F) There was a significant effect of sex in the contralateral CC, with males having larger volumes (#$P < 0.05$). Bar graphs show mean ± SEM.
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This study also found that repeated mTBI resulted in significantly elevated GFAP and Tau expression in the PFC, reduced MBP expression in the PFC, and increased expression of NFL in the CC, in both males and females following RmTBI. Of note, previous studies have investigated the abovementioned markers in TBI patients and found evidence for increases in NFL, GFAP, and Tau concentrations, as well as decreased MBP in cerebral spinal fluid and/or serum. While serum and CSF were not analyzed in this study, RmTBI did affect expression of these markers in brain tissue in a similar manner. GFAP, MBP, NFL, and Tau have all been implicated in functional deficits after TBI and neurodegeneration, and therefore may be involved in the behavioral and MRI results observed in this study. For example, Buddle et al., investigated DTI changes following blast TBI in rats and found reduced FA in the medial PFC at both four and 30 days postinjury, with rats exposed to high-blast exhibiting a wider pattern of reduced FA compared to those exposed to low-blast. Histology revealed greater astrocyte hypertrophy evident within the ipsilateral cortex following injury. As discussed above, gliosis, a characteristic marker of brain injury, is also consistent with the observed increase in GFAP expression in the PFC following RmTBI seen here. Although research demonstrating causal relationships between changes in these markers and outcomes following adolescent mTBI is in its infancy and requires further exploration, this study provides a preliminary overview of how brain injuries in adolescence may influence their expression.

Nature of sex differences after mTBIs

Consistent with epidemiological findings, postinjury symptomology differed between males and females. Males given mTBIs exhibited greater impairment on the cognitive task (i.e., NCM), whereas females given mTBIs exhibited increased impairments on the forced swim task. Previous studies in our laboratories have also found evidence for sex-dependent outcomes in rodent models of TBI. For example, there are sex-dependent social deficits in juvenile mice given a mild TBI. Another study found that juvenile males and females did not differ on a range of sensorimotor outcomes, which is consistent with our findings of motor-related deficits in both male and female rats given RmTBI. Clinical studies of sex differences following mTBI in high school and collegiate students are currently conflicted; some have reported females are more likely to be cognitively impaired and experience more subjective and objective symptoms, while others have reported no differences in the number of symptoms, but sex differences in the type of symptoms experienced. Given the significant degree of brain maturation occurring during this critical period of development, sex-dependent variations, and the differences in symptomology associated with single versus repetitive mTBI, it is not surprising that clinical studies have failed to produce reliable results regarding symptom presentation. For these reasons, extensive animal studies involving males and females that span childhood, adolescence, and early adulthood may be the most efficacious way to resolve the gaps that currently exist in the clinical literature.

Similar to the behavioral measures, examination of mRNA expression also exhibited sex-dependent responses after RmTBI, with females exhibiting increased expression of GFAP in the CC and PFC, as well as increased Tau in the CC. The finding of increased GFAP expression in female rats given RmTBI suggests that they may have had elevated astrogliosis and inflammation relative to the male rats. There is some evidence that biological sex can alter astrogliosis and inflammation after different forms of brain insult, including stroke and more severe TBI. However, these studies were undertaken in adults, and sex hormones are thought to play a central role in these differences. As such, future studies are needed to examine how sex influences astrogliosis and inflammation in the developing brain. Although a female-specific increase in levels of Tau mRNA was also found in the CC after RmTBI, sex differences in baseline levels of Tau were also identified in the CC, demonstrating premorbid differences in Tau expression that may be associated with variations in injury response.

Further evidence of a sex-dependent response to RmTBI was seen in MRI outcomes. Female rats had reduced ipsilateral PFC volume following RmTBI when compared to female sham and mTBI rats, while there were no differences among the male groups. Interestingly, while the gray matter of the PFC appeared to be adversely affected in female rats following RmTBI, male rats given RmTBI had worse white matter integrity in the CC. Specifically, analysis of DWI metrics revealed that male RmTBI rats had significantly reduced mean curvature in the ipsilateral CC.
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Limitations and future studies

There are some limitations that should be considered when interpreting the outcomes of this study. When comparing the effects of single versus repeated mTBI in the developing brain it is not possible to control for both the age at the initial mTBI as well as the post-injury recovery time of testing using one single mTBI group. Here we administered the initial injury to both the single and repeated mTBI groups at P30 because the developmental timing of the initial injury might influence outcome. The limitation of this design is that the single mTBI group has had a longer recovery time than the RmTBI group. Because of this limitation, it is not possible to determine whether differences between the single and RmTBI groups are due to the number of injuries or the recovery time. Future studies could include an additional single mTBI group that is administered an mTBI at P38 to address this issue. This study was also limited that it only examined acute and sub-acute injury outcomes. Although it is appropriate to investigate early changes in gene expression and how they relate to structural and behavioral changes following injury, there is some evidence and growing societal concern surrounding the long-term and neurodegenerative effects of mild brain injuries. Therefore, future studies examining chronic postinjury consequences would be of significant interest. Moreover, while this study examined mRNA changes related to pathophysiological markers of brain injury, additional studies will need to examine biologically meaningful markers such as BDNF. It should also be noted that this study employed ex vivo MRI, which allows for accurate measurements but reduces the translational value of the findings that in vivo MRI would have afforded. However, the MRI scan time for this study was only 2 h (i.e., feasible for in vivo scans), and the MRI sequences and parameters measured are similar to those that we have previously applied in vivo studies that identified significant volumetric changes after TBI.99,60,71 Another potential limitation is the lack of histological evidence to corroborate our MRI findings. Although previous studies have validated MRI measures against histology,72-74 this study would have been strengthened by complementary histological studies. Lastly, while it is unlikely that the rats reached sexual maturity during the course of this study, future investigations may want to examine the effects of estrous cycle on postinjury recovery.

Conclusion

This study demonstrated that repetitive mTBI during adolescence induces changes in behavior, gene expression, and brain structure after single and repetitive mTBI in adolescent rats of both sexes. Of particular interest here, many of the findings exhibited a sex-dependent response to injury within the CC and PFC. Male rats given RmTBI exhibited deficits in short-term working memory, balance and motor coordination, and locomotion, while females given RmTBI had increased depressive-like behavior and deficits in locomotion. Volumetric MRI analyses found that atrophy of the ipsilateral PFC after RmTBIs was only present in female rats, while advanced diffusion MRI analysis found that only the male rats exhibited decreased white matter integrity in the ipsilateral CC following RmTBI. Sex-dependent changes in GFAP, MBP, and Tau were also observed following injury, and may provide mechanistic insight into the behavioral and structural changes. Altogether these findings suggest that in adolescent mTBI, sex matters, and future studies incorporating both male and female cohorts are warranted to provide a greater understanding of injury prognosis and better inform clinical practice.
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